Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The processes of dangerous pollution and the presence of toxic and harmful gases are important to understand in order to prevent their emissions. Prevention of dangerous gas emission starts from air quality control using gas sensing devices. Gas sensing refers to converting gas sensitive physical or chemical changes into signals that can be measured. Many techniques have been used for molecular detection^[@CR1],[@CR2]^, e.g. optical^[@CR3],[@CR4]^, calorimetric^[@CR5]^, acoustic^[@CR6]^, as well as methods based on variation in electrical properties, such as metal oxide semiconductor sensors^[@CR7]^. Recent research efforts have resulted in a significant increase in sensitivity, reaching ppb range^[@CR8],[@CR9]^, but selectivity and cross-sensing remain important research challenges. It would be of great importance to have a sensor that can efficiently analyze the multi-gas mixtures with high selectivity^[@CR10]^. Such a gas sensor can be used for a huge range of applications -- stretching from technology, sciences, control of environment, biology and medicine^[@CR11]^. The scientific community is on relentless search for discover new techniques in order to overcome limitations of current approaches. For example, can a resonant frequency to detect a gas mixture of molecules be chosen by a researcher? Can detection signals be enhanced to reach maximum of molecular absorption rates?

It is well-know that each molecule has unique spectral transitions, which requires the use of corresponding resonant radiation with relatively high frequency. Optical radiation is resonant to electronic molecular transitions. Infrared and Raman spectroscopy takes advantage of using vibrational structure of molecules^[@CR12],[@CR13]^, and the rotational transitions have frequencies in the so-called far-infrared region. Usually, for optical and IR transition, the conditions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this Report, we demonstrate that the researcher can choose a single low frequency electric field resonant to molecular transition with selectivity for multiple gas sensing with high accuracy and sensitivity. Using proper tailoring of the adiabatically changing electric field allows researchers to resonantly enhance the sensor signal. More, the tailoring increases the population difference between corresponding molecular levels and reaches the theoretical maximum of absorption.

Results and Discussion {#Sec2}
======================

We consider molecules with electric dipole moments, which allows for transitions between rotational levels. We can view symmetric molecules as simple rotators (see Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) to simplify our consideration. The Hamiltonian of the molecule with dipole $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applying a dc electric field modifies the rotational energy levels of molecules (see Fig. [1(b,c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The energy modification can be easily understood by naively considering aligned molecules in the dc electric field^[@CR14],[@CR15]^. Aligned molecules can be viewed as simple pendulums. For levels with low energy excitation, they have the energy structure of a simple harmonic oscillator (see Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For higher excitation levels, the molecules retain rotational structure.
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The modification of the energy structure also results in the redistribution of the population in the rotational levels. Populations on the molecular rotational levels can be estimated as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We can completely align the molecules along the electric field by applying sufficiently strong electric field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Notice that this is similar to the magnetic cooling with the adiabatically changing magnetic field^[@CR16]--[@CR18]^.

The first excited rotational state degenerated by the direction of rotation without dc electric field (see Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is split in the dc electric field due to the Stark effect (see Fig. [1(c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The splitting depends on the magnitude of the electric field, and changes from zero (no electric field) to some energy that is determined by the frequency of the oscillation of the pendulum of the aligned molecule $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This energy splitting depends on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The resonance depends on the dc electric field applied and the molecular parameters such as rotational constants and the magnitude of the molecular dipole moment. This opens an interesting opportunity for molecular detection at the chosen frequency. Different molecules exhibit their resonances at the frequency but at different magnitudes of the electric field. Knowing electric field and frequency allows the researcher to determine the molecules.

It is known that coherence effects play an essential role in atomic and molecular physics^[@CR19],[@CR20]^. In particular, the pulse shaping in coherent Raman spectroscopy^[@CR21]^ allows researchers to improve sensitivity.

The adiabatic change of the electric field provides us additional enhancement of the signal. Particularly, adiabatic tuning of the molecular levels across the resonance with an ac electric field, the complete adiabatic population transfer^[@CR20]^ maximizes the amount of signal that the ac field can experience. The dynamics of population in the states is shown in Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The ac field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on the theoretical principles explained above, we can make estimation of the technique for simple molecules such as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The noise for microwaves and RF is determined by the power of thermal noise. Because the energy of quanta is small, the shot-noise is not important, and the main contribution expected coming from the thermal Johnson-Nyquist noise^[@CR22]^. For the condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we have shown that the resonances for different molecules occur at different magnitudes of the dc electric fields, and thus allows researchers to detect each molecule in the mixture of molecular gases. Furthermore, the technique can be used for molecular systems with complicated rotational structures and a large electric dipole. The combination of the rotational motion and dipole moment allows one to uniquely detect these molecular systems or molecular clusters. Potentially, the technique can be extended for nanomaterials, where stronger fields are obtainable due to surface plasmonic resonances. With more complex field configurations, the effect of molecular alignment may be enhanced.

Recent discussions of gas detection using metal oxide gas sensors (MOS) in literature^[@CR24]--[@CR26]^ may also benefit from this technique. Studies have indicated that the gas sensing process is strongly related to surface reactions, changing the impedance of the electric circuit. The MOS has important advantages because the sensors can operate at low frequency. Our proposed technique can be applied to the MOS where tailored low frequency resonances can provide important contributions and improve technique.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Dipole molecules in dc electric fields {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

We consider the gas of molecules that have a permanent electric dipole $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note here that without electric field ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As can be seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the ground state (level 0) and lower states have energies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Adiabatic switching off the dc electric field leads the states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us note here that the molecules without permanent electric dipole can also behave similarly. Indeed, the Hamiltonian of the molecule with dipole $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Adiabatic manipulations of populations in rotational levels {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------
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More realistic models: Linear and Symmetrical Molecules {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------

Even though, the physics of the molecules in the electric field is clearly described by the rotator with fixed-axis, for more quantitative estimations, we consider here more realistic models -- Linear and Symmetrical Molecules.
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